The Dean's List

On behalf of Franklin College, I am pleased that the following individuals have achieved distinction in their academic work at Franklin College during the past semester. Their grade point average for the semester was 3.5 or better.

Freshmen
Fall 2019-20

Lora Adkins  Alyssa Nelson
Libby Baker    Jean Paul Osafo
Victoria Barhydt  Shane O'Sullivan
Mackenzie Bergman  Samantha Pankratz
Casey Cangany    Logan Parker
Haley Card        Nicholas Patton
Marian Case       Elizabeth Peters
Armani Christopher  Ethan Pollett
Carter Crowe      Yajaira Quezada
Abbygail Cummings  Andrea Rahman
Qasim Elhabrush    Irais Ramirez
Josh Folkestad    Zachary Roberts
Piper Gaul        Austin Sewell
Zachary Hamilton  Garrett Snyder
Matthew Helm       Sophie Taylor
Hannah Henderson  Nhi Tran
Jordan Hoard        Madison Van Gorden
Janae Johnson    Alena Weatherford
Trey Jones           Tyler Welty
Tysen Lipscomb    Blaine Wentzell
Andrea Loos              Tyler Wick
Brooke Madon    Ryan Wiggins
Taylor Mayes    Devin Wilham
Ashlynn Meadows  Mara Wilson
Luke Milner
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Sophomore
Fall 2019-20

Jill Anspaugh
Britany App
Britney Ballard
Clayton Black
Sydney Bostic
Lauren Burker
Dylan Campbell
Kameron Case
Justin Clary
Henry Davidson
Olivia Eaker
Brendan Evans
Kinley Harmon
Margaret Jaggers
Devyn Kerr
Kaitlynn Korth
Matthew Krause
Rachel Krodel
Nicholas McClanahan
Nicholas Mock
Anna Perkins
Rebecca Pfeifer
Tyler Placke
Victoria Ratliff
Keelie Satter
Cameron Shake
Madison Short
Nathan Sickmeier
Kara Simon
Allison Thompson
Haven Tunin
Hannah Vatland
Lindsey Wakefield
Conner Williams
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Junior
Fall 2019-20

Macy Ashley
Braydon Augustinovicz
Alexander Bowers
Alisha Burch
Samantha Cain
Michael Church
Isaac Combs
Katherine Cruse
Allison Davis
Dawsyn DeMott
Rylee Elder
Andrew Elixman
Madeline Engbrecht
Timber Falin
Lindsay Freije
Kyra Frye
Madelyn Gary
Kevin Gast
Shyanne Hacker
Jessica Halsmer
August Hartzell
Maria Hasnerl
Garett Hill
Ashton Hoerner
Natalie Hurley
Jordan Johnson
Kitley Kern
Taylor Lancaster
Jacqueline List
Claire Martin
Maggie McComas
Andrew McFarland
Mitch Merica
Alexis Nash
Taylor Neely
Tiana Newberry
Kylie Paul
Colten Pipenger
August Proctor
Alex Reinoehl
Madison Ripberger
Micajah Rippy
Lauren Schuld
Kaylee Seabolt
Casey Smith
Tana Smythe
Ashley Snoke
Molly Snyder
Krae Sparks
Calista Spears
Shelby Tays
Alexander Turner
Grace Vicars
Natalie Weber
Natalie Wilson
Taylor Wooten
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Senior
Fall 2019-20

Christian Amonett
Matthew Anderson
Meghan Barnes
Ryan Bixler
Mackenzie Black
Katie Bond
Kyndall Boyll
Erin Bradley
Matthew Brown
Dakota Busch
Andrea Carter
Macey Chase
Samantha Collier
Kayla Commons
Kallie Deckard
Evan Deig
Weston DeShon
Sydney Fears
Jacob Ferguson
Morgan Fields
Elizabeth Fitzgerald
Jenna Gerth
Dylan Graham
Sean Groves

Nathan Hacker
Dylan Harker
Samantha Harrison
Lauren Hartley
Payton Healy
Avery Hill
Tiffany Houston
Natalie Huddleston
Allie Jones
Isiah Jones
Reilly Jones
Emily Ketterer
Cameron King
Brooke LeMasters
Victoria Martinkovic
Emma McIntosh
John McKinney
Alex Mis
Kale Morris
Kirsten Nielsen
Mackenzie O'Leary
Adam Rector
Nolan Remsburg
Jacqueline Richard
Madeline Richardson

Jonathon Ross
Bryce Rowe
Amber Ruble
Tara Sander
Angela Schumacher
Olivia Scott
Abigail Sewell
Owen Shrock
Braden Smith
Avery Sparks
Spencer Sproul
Mackenzie Steagall
Noah Tallman
Hayley Taylor
Jordan Thomas
Mackenzie Waldran
Olivia Walther
Cole Warweg
Quenton Wellington
Jackson Williams
Robert Witham
Olivia Wolfe
Danielle Wyse
Sarah Yount